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rns: Students
ould p~rticipate
and the university dominates the
community. Joms said the question
for the students is "what do you
vid Joms, one of four presi- want to do to make the university
candidates, said he believes unique?" and "where do you want
ts need to re-member that to go with the university?"
are the "customers of the uni"You could be just about any" and they should participate thing you wanted to be: You could
"strategic planning" of the be more selective; you could take
·on.
more students in; you could say
rns met with members of whatever you wanted to. The quest Government and the stu- tion is, what do you want the unibody for an interview session versity to do?" Joms said to the stuay afternoon in the 1895 dents present.
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Joms said students need to look
ity Union. He also met with at the university long term instead
ity-affiliated groups and the of just concentrating on the time
al public during an open when they are students.
"on Tuesday evening in the
"You might sit there and think, as
Room of the Union.
students, what do I care? I mean I
is not only in the running know you care right now, because
's presidency, but is also you have so many more years to go
five candidates for the jJresi- before you graduate and you're out
position at Lamar University of here, but that isn't true," Joms
-mont, Texas.
said. "You may be out of here, but
said he is aware of the prob- that diploma is something that
currently occurring at Lamar you're going to have hanging
tands the difficult situa- around for the rest of your life. And
hn ldoux, another Eastern as this university goes, so goes your
tial candidate, is in. ldoux diploma"
tly released from his posiJorns used George Mason
vice president for academic University in Virginia, founded in
nt affairs by the Board of 1965, as an example. He said the
university had only 4,000 students
s said he believes Eastern when it started out, and now it has
bright future - if the students more than 20,000 students.
antage of what they have
"It's a major doctoral institution;
· · their resources.
people who got those first diplomas
think this school is in a very have seen the value of their college
position that you could do education increase significantly,"
ut anything you wanted to Jorns said. "If this institution
ht now; you could be any declines, the diploma is worth less.
of school you wanted to be," If the institution does better, the
said.
diploma is worth more. So, it's imDAN KOONCE/Assoc. photo editor
said some of the attractions portant to you that right now you Eastern presidential candidate David L. Jorns addresses the value of looking at one's college education not
are that the enrollment is
just in the present, but in the future as well. Jorns was on campus for interviews and addressed students
the campus is good-looking
Tuesday afternoon in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
• Continued on page 2

_e cal~-s for new blood in Congress, better accountability
r's note: This is the second in a
'of two articles reviewing the 19th
ressional District race. The Daily
rn News carried comments from
las Lee's Democratic opponent, Glenn
d, in Friday's edition.

atur lawyer Douglas Lee hopes to
de himself with an influx of "new
essional blood" next year in a fall
·gn poised to vent voter anger and end
-spend federal budgeting.
e Republican Congressional nominee
19th District said Monday his race
t Glenn Poshard, D-Carterville, will
challenge to repair Capitol Hill
tability and restart the national econunting on orphaned voters from last
g's primary and Democratic crossover
, Lee looks to draw support from usuquiet groups and from the Ross Perot
Terry Bruce camps.
is is going to be a very issue-oriented
'gn; it's not going to fall strictly along
lines," he said. "'We have this huge
ndent vote, and our biggest challenge

right now is just getting the word out over
this area."
He faces a formidable contest in a district
of 27 counties encompassing nearly onequarter of the state and an incumbent with
deep-rooted support in what until less than a
year ago was the 22nd Congressional
District.
Lee won the March primary against political veteran Paul Jergens, also from Decatur,
and promptly answered Poshard's refusal of
special interest money by challenging him
to limit his campaign spending for the year
to $250,000.
Contained in his educational funding platform - an issue he wants to keep alive after
Labor Day - is endorsement of more direct
federal grants to students with an effort to
open financial aid to all students and make
repayment easier.
"I have a unique awareness of what. it
takes now to get educational training and
pay for it," he said. "I understand the burdens. I believe in a commitment in actual
grants to students. We will get our money by
far in excess in return if we give grants to go
into certain areas, like medicine, and technical fields bring back prosperity.
"There's no reason for Congress to have
eliminated the deductibility of student loans.

That should only be an incentive to get student loans, the only way we 're going to
increase the tax base is if we allow our people to be prosperous. I want to provide that
tax incentive and break down the barriers."
Painting his opponent as a pay-as-we-go
liberal spender, Lee said the past year has
brought too much embarrassment to
Congress, requiring a "House cleaning" and
a fall campaign built around openness and
sincerity with constituents,
Lee has also pledged to return half of his
$129,000 annual congressional salary to the
nation's treasury as a show of opposition to
pay raises for House members.
"We have to get this economy rolling
again," Lee said. "I'm tired of the mockery
of Congress and all the scandals. Twentyfive percent of the taxes we pay go toward
paying interest on the national debt," he
said. "If we're not careful, pretty soon that
figure will be 50 percent."
Lee contends Poshard is ranked the number 33 biggest spender in Congress, cutting
$44 billion from Medicare and voting to
raise Congressional salaries. Although those
are votes Poshard claims he made under
protest, Lee says the Democrat has tried to
misrepresent his record to the voters.
Top on Lee's list of strikes aga ~~s_t __

Poshard is his vote against the nation's
involvement in the Gulf War.
"By failing to support our troops in
Desert Storm, Glenn Poshard could have
brought about economic collapse and
human suffering beyond belief," Lee said,
Lee, a lifelong resident of Illinois, said
more free trade and more open markets are
two of the solutions to fix the ailing economy.
"Right now we have to open up foreign
markets in Eastern Europe, Russia and the
Orient," Lee said. "We also need to support
the free trade agreement. Those are two big
ways."
Both candidates are pro-life and support
legislation bringing ethanol-blended fuels
into wide use as soon as possible. They have
also each met with members of the White
House staff to try to get ethanol legislation
signed.
"I met with the vice president recently in
Chicago and stressed the need for him to do
anything he can, anything in his power, to
try to get the president to act for ethanol,"
Lee said. "I said, ' you better start looking at
your re-election, and the one way is to send
a message to the American farmers saying
that you are for them."'
•
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Brass show will have American theme
By ARINNE CURTIS
Staff writer

The Chicago Brass Quintet will perform at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The theme of their program, "Americana," will
consist of compositions from various American
musicians. Among the selections to be played are a
Gershwin suite for brass, a "West Side Story" medley and arrangements by Scott Joplin and John
Phillip Sousa, said Paul Putman, advisor of the performing arts committee.
The brass ensemble, which features two trumpets, one french horn, one trombone and one tuba,
has traveled throughout the United States and

Canada since forming in 1963.
With their musical expertise ranging from classical to jazz, Putman said the quintet plays pieces
from composers ranging from Bach and Vivaldi to
Scott Joplin.
According to a review of The Chicago Brass
Quintet from The Commercial Appeal, besides their
musical skills, they also have the ability to "remove
the distance between listeners and musicians."
"They project a crisp sonic brilliance that
enlivens every score they play," said The Chicago
Tribune.
"They keep the program moving," Putman added.
Tickets may be purchased from the Union Ticket
Office or at the door. The cost is $3 for students
with a valid ID and $5 for the general public.

FROM PAGE ONE

Featuring

Billy Maddox
cott Fontecchio
Austin Brooks
Due to many customers request, shows
will begin at 9:30 instead of 10:30

Jorns

Please Join Us Eyery Week as We Present the Finest Top
Quality Entertainment, Food, and Dril)ks. Doors open at 8:00

• Continuedfrompage I
participate heavily in the planning."
Jorns said he believes that a lot
of the learning in college does not
always take place in the classrooms. At college, students learn to
work with other people and to form
their own opinions.
One student organization that
teaches self-reliance and communication is the greek system, he said.
"I think that the greek system can
be good for the university. You
learn to bond together with a group
of people," said Jorns, a former
member of Pi Kappa Alpha. "On
the other hand, there are some basic
things that have always bothered
me. I was in a fraternity for three
years and left because of that."
However, Jorns approved of the
system of self-government in the
greek community and the peer-discip,line structure that is set up.
•1''1tnink 1hal's fine - you all :are...
ad1,1lts," Jorns said. "People act like
cffi:Idren when they are treated like
children."
On the minority policy, Jorns
said he is in favor of sending
minority students to the Chicago
area to recruit other minorities to
come to Eastern.
"The minority populations in this
country are a national re-source. It
is in the best interest of the country
to do everything we can to make
sure that the minority populations
are fully represented in this institution as well as others," Jorns said.

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

"I think it is the obligation of the
institution to recruit very aggressively. You know, it's not easy
being a minority on an all-white
campus."
"The institution needs to make a
real effort to increase the number of
minorities on campus," Jorns
added. "We are in a society of
multi-culturalism and we need to
treasure that. It's to the advantage
of everybody here to have more
minorities represented. At the same
time I think it's an obligation of the
university (to bring minorities to
campus). I'd be very aggressive on
that."
As far as his role in the community, Jorns said he would like to join
a service club, such as the Kiwanis,
of which Jorns was a former member.
"You would see me a lot in the
community, participating," Jorns
said.
, Jorns said one thing he would do
if he became Eastern 's president
would be to implement a strategic
plan for the university.
"A strategic plan is not an internal document. We really need to
know what the needs of the community are because the community
is one of the biggest constituents of
the university," Jorns said.
Even though Northern Kentucky
University, where Jorns is currently
the vice president for academic
affairs and provost, differs from
Eastern in that 70 percent of the

Now Open!

Gourmet pizzas for any budget
student body works in order to go
to school and the school is basically
a commuter school that offers a
great number of night classes, Jorns
said the feelings of the _J?eople at
both universities is the saMe.

$25 till May '93
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amar faculty vote

ack of confidence
Faculty at Lamar University in
umont, Texas voted no confiin the Board of Regents and
Chancellor of the Lamar

m.
The faculty at Lamar-Beaunt voted Tuesday in favor of
o Faculty Senate referendums
"lack of confidence" in the
ard and Chancellor George
ughlin following the board's
sting of John ldoux, former
president for academic and
t affairs. ·
The first of the two referens read: "The Faculty of
mar University-Beaumont
lves to express its lack of conce in the Board of Regents of
Lamar University System."
of 272 valid ballots cast, 225
ulty voted yes, 29 no and 18
ty abstained.
The second referendum stated:
e Faculty of Lamar Univer-Beaumont resolves to express
lack of confidence in the leadhip of the chancellor of the
mar University System."
lty members voted 241 yes,
no and 14 abstained.
The Faculty Senate released
ballots of which 272 valid
tes were received by the
ty Senate after voting. Valid
s were those ballots returned

with the signature of a Faculty
Senate member, said Mark
Bankston, editor of the University
Press, the student newspaper at
Lamar.
Four individuals representing
the chancellor's office, Student
Government, Lamar's Legal
council and Jeff Solocheck,
reporter for the Beaumont
Enterprise, Beaumont's community newspaper, were present for
the counting of ballots to insure
accuracy.
With the Faculty Senate voting
no confidence in the board and
McLaughlin, members of the
council of instructional departments released the following
statement on Sept. 7:
"The Lamar UniversityBeaumont Council of lnstn,lctional Departments supports and con. curs with the resolution of no confidence in the chancellor which
was passed on Sept. 2 by the
Lamar University-Beaumont
Faculty Senate."
In a second statement, the council said that it "supports and concurs with the resolution of no confidence in the Board of Regents."
Members of the Faculty Senate
will meet on how to approch the
chancellor and the board in
regards to the votes of no confidence.
McLaughlin was not available
for comment Tuesday.

ulff sees changes
ithin new senate
tarting her year as Student
emment chief of staff, Dana
said she "hit the ground run,, and believes that past cons within Student Senate are
lved.
'm very excited about my posiAll summer I couldn't wait to
back here," Wulff said. "I think
is going to be a great year for
te. I'm looking forward to
· g with a more closely knit
of people."
said she is expecting to see
of changes in the senate this

year - mainly because of the presence of new senate and executive
members.
"I think all the old tensions are
gone now. It's a whole new senate
and with new people comes new
ideas," she said.
The textbook rental system is an
issue Wulff said is important to her,
and she plans on working to make
sure Eastern maintains its rental sys·
tem.
"We passed a resolution regarding (the textbook rental system) last
year. It's very important and beneficial to the students, so we need to
make sure we do everything we can
to keep it," Wulff said.

Deadline
approaches
for voters
Eastern students wishing to
register to vote in Charleston
for the Nov. 3 general election
must do so before the Oct. 5
deadline.
Students can register at the
Coles County clerk's office in
the courthouse on the square or
in a handful of other business
and city office locations
throughout Charleston and
Mattoon, the Coles County
clerk's office announced last
week.
Eastern may soon sport its
own system, pending decisions
by the Student Senate at its
Wednesday night meeting.
If a student previously registered with the county clerk in
his home district, arrangements
must be made with that office
for the voter roles to be
changed.
Voter registration drives will
be held tfiis Thursday and
Friday at the Central Illinois
Public Service offices in
Mattoon and Charleston and at
the Cross County Mall in
Mattoon on Sept. 25, 26 and 27
and again on Oct. 2, 3 and 4.
The Charleston and Mattoon
public libraries and the driver's
licensing facilities are currently
registering voters, as are many
area banks.
County residents may also
register to vote at the Mattoon
and Oakland city clerk's offices.
To register to vote, eligible
residents must be 18 years of
age or older on or before
Election Day.

- Staff report
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High Energy Rock Show

u music by: Ozzy, Van 1-lalen, Alice in Chains, u
P Badlands, Led Zeppelin, Guns-n-Roses, Abba. p

SO¢ Special
Export Light
o
Old Style Mil-Best
n
$1 oo Mixers
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o
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HEY YOU
- Wanta have fun?
- Wanta meet _rlew people?
-Wanta get involved?
- Have you been a peer
counselor, part of Snowball, or ITI?

Then the STUDENT ACTION TEAM
is the group for·yot.C :> ,::•i. ,,~!···· ..
•

•

•

.. ' 1

' ' '.,, 1 .

First meeting
Tonight 6 p.m.
Thomas Hall Basement
For more information call Pat at 6913

•..

&..,

Correction
The correct amount of the
check that Sigma Phi Epsilon
presented to the Coles County
chapter of the American Red
Cross was $2,177.47, not
$2,300, for victims of Hurricane
Andrew.
. That information was incorrectly reported in Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News .
The News regrets the error.
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OPINION
page Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Absentee voting
only voice going
for '92 election

Campus parties a nightmarish scenario
In the midst of an election
year where it has become fashionable to reject every candidate
presented with a "none of the
above" response, voters appear
to be moving further toward
apathy instead of pushing for
specifics.
Taking hold of millions for
every election in recent memory, it says very little about the
public's level of information and Chris
Sondheim
awareness.
Students play as large a role
in rooting that attitude as any group. My peers are
no different.
But Eastern joins hundreds of other learning institutions across _the nation in hosting one of only a
handful of exceptions - the University Democrats
and the College Republicans.
At nearly every local appearance by any officeseeker, reporters can count on a dozen or more
members of either organization holding promotional
signs and providing applause and a photo frame of
support for smiling candidates.
And while Eastern's campus is home to the same
typical political apathy found in the student age
_ group, both partisan organizations have called successful politicians, businessmen and scholars among
their followers.
The Daily Eastern News carried comments from
the heads of both groups last week. Their goals are
laudable and I wish them the best of luck in trying to
motivate students to mark the Nov. 3 ballot.
Rather than fall victim to a single-minded partisan
approach, Andrea Stephens, first vice chair of the
College Republicans told The News: "My goal is not
to make everyone a Republican or Democrat. My
'goal is to' give everyone a bipartisan view and let
them make their own choice from that... I really want
to see some action on this campus. It's so lethargic."
That's admirable and she's right. But let's see
more of it.
When I asked several members of the College
Republicans at a recent local appearance by U.S.
Senate candidate Rich Williamson, they stammered
and sighed.
Unable to produce any solid or unique reasons to
vote for Williamson, they could only regurgitate
what was printed on his campaign literature. Not
their own ideas or thoughts, just predictable rhetoric
readable to anyone with a junior high school education.
Some wouldn't even do that, preferring to wave

their signs and point to another in what has to be a
towering hierarchy of party loyalists.
I only spoke to a few activists but, sadly, with only
25 members in the larger of the two groups that's a
disappointing response. Activist may be the wrong
word.
Both groups seem to be under focused leadership,
but why don't the members seem to know or say
more?
Bobby Smith of the University Democrats echoed
Stephens' aims: "(Our goal) is education more than
anything else - educating this campus about issues
and political candidates. To be a fully productive
member of society you have to know what's going
on. This is a way to do it."
Good luck, Bobby. You have a tough sell on your
hands.
Walking around campus, I can hardly pass a r
dence hall without seeing campaign posters in sev
eral windows. And as the nights grow colder a
longer, we'll see campaign signs pushing their w
through the earth into front yards all over Charlesto
But how many of us really follow a race with
eye for details and honesty? Too many appear
treat it as a spectator sport with opposing cheer!
ing squads.
And if enough of those cheerleaders get toget
behind partisan labels, open and forthright deba
can be left in the gutter with hand-marked ballots.
just as pathetic as not voting at all, is hand!
your endorsement to a candidate because your
ents, best friends or professors have said nice thl
about him.
_ It is easy to get lost in the party shuffle, or dra
to one side based on a particular issue, but polarizl
the political spectrum in the name of domestica
livestock defeats the system altogether.
Fortifying the party lines with as little to say
some University Democrats or College GOPs have
as dangerous as any scenario I can imagine. Partl
salvos will be fired north and south for the next
months, confusing and disheartening voters.
Both the College Republicans and Univers
Demo-crats host campus visits by candidates,
sumably giving them a chance to tell students
they are all about. I hope they listen for ideas In
spective, rather than party favorites.
Maybe my scales of scru~lny are too sensitive.
next two months will show us a lot. I'd like to
assured I'm not the only one waiting to make up

An average voter can follow a two-step process before going out and voting: first, collecting candidate information and second, registering to vote.
For most college students, the final step of
the process turns into the absentee vote.
And while most members <;>f the student
body are never short on presidential opinions
and are showing a new interest in registering to
vote, absentee voting has unfortunately
remained unfinished business.
Statistics from University Relations show that
out of nearly 10,000 students that attended
school in the 1991 fall
semester, 460 were per- - - - - - - manent residents of Coles
County and did not need to absentee vote.
~~.
But during the 1992 presidential primaries,
600 people from Coles County voted absentee,
- Chris Sundheim is city editor and a reg
columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.
with only 443 of those being regular (non-military and non-incapacitated) absentee ballots. In
the 1988 general election, 1,573 voted absenFrom the Pen •••
tee - 1, 142 of which were regular.
It is painfully obvious that neither the 443 or
1 , 142 absentee ballots came entirely from
Eastern students. If they did, however, it would
still mean that only approximately 5 percent of
Eastern' s student body voted in the primaries
and only 11 percent in the 1988 election.
· · More troubling than the continued evidence
bf student apathy is the fact that absentee vot, ipg is easier than actually getting out and vot~g normally.
Starting Sept. 24, students can absentee vote
l;>Y either going in person or contacting the
4>1es County Clerk's Office. Students need only
to be registered, know their name and their
county, as well as where the ballot must be
sent after a student has voted.
In actuality, the address of where the ballot
has to be sent after filling out the voting form is
unnecessary, as the County Oerk' s office has a
In the light of the events in the past week concernlist of addresses on file for absentee voters.
ing
Dr. john Idoux, his removal from the office of Guest viewpoint
After receiving the ballot, students send it
executive vice president and his subsequent lawsuit
back to the Oerk's Office, where it is then sent
filed against Chancellor George Mcloughlin and eight
to their respective counties. All of this must be members of the Board of Regents, the president of the will be sorely missed. Furthermore, we adml
ldoux for defending his integrity at the risk
done before ·the Nov. 3 election.
Student Government Association, the President of the career and professional reputation and wish hi
Letters to obtain absentee ballots can be sent Setzer Student Council and the editor of the University best of luck in his future endeavors.
now. For anyone living anywhere but Cook Press wish to Issue a joint statement.
Ron
We feel that Dr. Idoux was one of the most studentPresident, Student
County, they can write the Coles County Oerk
oriented, visible and accessible administrators on the
Chris
at: P.O. Box 227, Charleston, 61920.
Lamar-Beaumont campus and that he was a true asset
Cook County residents can obtain ballots by to the university, whose presence as an administrator
writing to the Chicago Election Committee,
Editor, Unlve
Room 308 City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle St.,
headline in The Dally Eastern News, gents at Lamar University
. Chicago, 60602. Ballots will be sent out imme"Presidential finalist fired from do with his refusal to eng
position," which isn't quite accu- unethical practices, specif!
diately after they are printed.
rate, since they just accepted his pay $10,000 to a fired bas
The News urges all students to ready themresignation. Then, the editorial car- coach. Is it the position o
selves to vote by becoming aware of the issues
toon Sept. 3 showed him being run Dally Eastern News that
of the campaign and registering themselves to Dear editor:
out of town on a rail, tarred and should not have a president
vote. But follow through with your opinions.
Vjhy the character assassination feathered. ,
.
. . . .. _ . . . shows l~_rity? , ... _, . .·
. ; for.9,500 students on campus, absentee vot- ·of prestdentlal finalist' john P. · · Jn. trutb,·Jt .appears as.thougtl·.hls ... -.·. --- ..·__ ._._._._.,',·..:.. • bOAaht
ing is the only way to let their voice be heard.
Idoux? First there was Sept. 2 problems with the Board of Re-

Editorial

.

Your turn •••
Idoux is the better choice for Lamar's student bo

Eastern News
out to damage
candidate Idoux?

Wednesday, September 9, 1992

ew director
lans changes
or Eastern
JENNIFER KROGH

When Judy Halchin left her
sition as Eastern 's research
d instruction consultant to
e a job near her husband, the
sition of director of academic
mputing was created in place
her former position.
The position was filled last
esday by Harry Nelson, a
mter member of NorthwestUniversity's academic comting department.
Nelson has a couple of imovement plans in mind for

tern.
"What I'd like to see happen
to have a stronger emphasis
network technology, the protion of instructional technoly and the communications
stem of the university much
e influenced by the network
stem," he said.
The position was thought to
necessary by both the faculand administration.
"I concur with the faculty. I
lieve that a university as
vanced· as Eastern should
ve someone in charge of the
tworks and other technoloes that we have here. To not
ve one is quite unusual," said
ave Henard, associate vice
esident for computer and
ecommunication services.
The Computer Resource
ulty and the Committee for
ademic Computing made the
'ginal recommendation for
new position.
The CRF's job is to appoint a
presentative from each colge on campus to advise and to
e as a liaison between the
ommittee and academics,
ording to Henard.
Henard made it clear that,
though a new position has
n created, it is being funded
an old position that has been
leted, and although the direcof academic computing has
placed an old position, the
finition of responsibilities
been changed.
The three major qualificatbat the search committee
as looking for were, an
anced degree, teaching in an
·versity setting and experiin academic computing.
"The application of technolis an important_characterisin order to be competitive
th other universities in the
oming years. Students will
in positions after graduation
ere they will have to underd these forms of technolo-

5

BSU will recruit new
members Wednesday
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Staff writer

The Black Student Union will
hold a recruitment night Wednesday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
"It will be an opportunity for
people to get to know who (the
members of the BSU) are, while
we also try to let people know
what we're about," said BSU
president Aaron Bell.
In addition, BSU recruitment
tables will be set up in the Union
walkway, Carman, Lawson and
Thomas Halls, with sign-up
sheets available for students
interested in the organization.
The BSU named Lisa Smith as
its female representative and
Darvel Lewis as its male representative for Homecoming at its
regular meeting Tuesday. It also
allocated money for pictures of
Homecoming candidates and for
a float in the Homecoming
parade.
The BSU also will host a gong
show at 7 p.m. Sept. 22 in the
Rathskeller. The entry deadline is

Sept. 17.
Contestants will be charged a
$3 entry fee.
A motion to participate in the
· Delta Tau Delta Big Wheel race
on Sept. 26 was unanimously
rejected although a BSU team
placed second in the event last
year. Some BSU members felt
they should not spend money to
participate in events sponsored
by an organization that did not
participate in BSU events.
"If we were to enter, I think
we would have to stress that it
would be the last event we would
enter if they don't want to participate in any BSU events," BSU
member Ron Zinnerman said.
BSU president Aaron Bell
cited a bowl-a-thon held last year
as an example. Few student organizations other than BSU participated in the event.
In other business, Senate
Speaker Luke Neumann presented a petition to release POWs
and MIAs from Vietnam for signatures to the BSU. Neumann
reminded the group that there are
many African-Americans listed
as missing in action.

PETS & -suPPLIES
Re ptiles • Birds • Small Animals • Salt & Fresh Water Fish

Hours:
M-F 10:30 - 8:00;
Sat. 10:30 - 6:00;
Sun. 12:00 - 5:00
1500 Madison Ave.
Charleston, IL• Ph. 348-1018

STU'S LIVE
PRESENTS

•

•

HOPSCOTCH
ARMY
WITHCIRCLE 8

8-1
$ J_ .50 L9ng. I~lands ·

Russia, Cuba ·discuss troop
withdrawal, nuclear plant
MOSCOW (AP) - A Russian without consulting Castro.
diplomatic and military delegaCastro has protested the withtion left for Havana on Tuesday drawal of the troops, saying it
to discuss the withdrawal of the would be an invitation to the
remaining Russian troops from United States to invade Cuba,
Cuba, a Foreign Ministry which is 90 miles off the southspokesman said.
ern tip of Florida . The sides
The spokesman also indicated have repeatedly failed to agree
Russia wants to find a way to on a timetable for withdrawal.
resume construction of a nuclear
Yastrzhembsky said Russia
power plant in Cuba after wants to hold talks with Cuba
President Fidel Castro announ- on the Russian-designed nuclear
ced a halt to the project last plant, indicating Moscow
week because of his country's doesn't want to lose a badly
economic problems.
needed contract. The 14-yearAbout 1,600 Russian troops old project on the south coast
remain on Cuban soil as part of near Cienfuegos employed
a training brigade after 1,200 7 ,000 people and would have
were sent home this past year, · met one-quarter of Cuba's
said spokesman Sergei Ya- power needs.
strzhembsky.
"It is already clear now that a
"We are speaking about com- temporary halt of the nuclear
pleting the withdrawal at some power plant construction might
point next year," Yastrzhembsky entail serious economic probtold a news conference.
lems for both countries and will
Russian Defeg.se Minister be linked to the necessity to
Gen. Pavel Grachev has said the solve difficult technical quesbrigade will be withdrawn by tions," Yastrzhembsky said.
mid-1993. According to Western
Russian nuclear officials seek
officials, a small Russian elec- to expand nuclear plants contronic eavesdropping unit would struction abroad, seeing it as an
remain in Communist Cuba.
important source of badly needFormer Soviet President Mik- ed hard currency and as a means
hail S. Gorbachev announced on to preserve the former Soviet
Sept. 12, 1991, that the troops scientific and technological
would eventually be withdrawn, potential in the nuclear sphere.

•

·$ 1.00 Firewater
.75¢ Drafts

Weekend Bus Service
from EIU to Chicago Suburbs
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Two senate meinbers Will resign I
By SUSAN KIEL
Student government editor

The resignation of two Student
Senate members will be presented for senate approval at the
group's
weekly
meeting
Wednesday at 7 p.m. ~n the
Arcola/Tuscola Room m the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Members Debbie Canavan and

Shirley Von Bokel told senate
last week they would submit
their resignations this week. Both
members said they resigned
~ecause they did n.ot have the
time to fully commit to student
government this semester
because of school work and other
commitments.
Student Senate Speaker Luke
Neumann said at the meeting he
will also announce senate com-

mittee chairs. Chair appointments are made by Neumann.
Also on the agenda, former
senate member Jeff Waldhoff
~ill address the .senate concernmg the upcommg Red Cross
Blood Drive.
"He will be speakin~ .o~ the
Red Cross and the possibility of
Student Government lending its
ass~stance t~ that organizati~n
dunng the drive," Neumann said.

Tarble offers classes for all ages
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
Staff writer

The Tarble Arts Center is offering a wide spectrum of art classes for children, adults and families this year.
These courses, beginning Sept. 13, are open to
anyone interested. Art enthusiasts will find many
programs to suit their talents, ranging from
"Jewelry with Friendly Plastic" to "Sculptural
Fiber Basketry."
Registering for the classes can be done by calling 581-ARTS (2787).
"This is just a continuation of Tarble's mission
to offer as wide of a variety of the arts as it can,"
said Michael Watts, director of the Tarble Arts
Center.
Classes are offered for individuals aged four to
509 Van Buren

adult, adults being those who are 16 years and
older.
Tarble offers "Introduction of Art" for children
4 to 5 years of age, and "Exploring Art I: the
World Around Us" and "Exploring Art II: Myself
and Others" for children between 6 and 10 years
of age.
Children who are between 11 and 15 can try
"Pinhole Photograpy and Whittling." Adult classes include "Figure Drawing and Approaches to
Watercolor: Floral Abstractions."
Probably the most interesting and unusual program being offered at the art center is the "Sunday
Family Workshop: Dreams and Games." This is a
new workshop at Tarble.
Watts added that some of these classes will be
instructed by graduate assistants.

345-2380
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Old Style Pitchers

$2.75
12 oz. Drafts

$1.00

How You Like Pizza At Home.
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2 FREE PEPSIS with:
MEDIUM PIZZA

$3.50

OR

FOOD SPECIAL

MEDIUM PAN PIZZA
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Kitchen Hows

E

It pays to
Advertise
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with Cheese

$3.75
Mon.-Fri. 11 am.-9 p.m.
Sat 11 am.-3 p.m.
Bar Hours
(4illliillil
Sat 11 am.-1 am.~

I

TERRIFIC TUESDAYS!
Dinner for THREE!

LARGE PIZZA
with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL
lelnenkugel's Pitchers

Grtlled Polk Tenderloin
Basket

I

•

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI
·1
I

•

!

TUESDAYS ONLY...

L---------------J--------------~--~--------~-----STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILA
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS. NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST MENTION COUPON WHEN ORD

erbs will give guns to U.N.
ARAJEVO, Bosnia-Hervina (AP) - Serb militiamen
have their heavy guns around
ijevo under U.N. supervision
ursday, two days before a
dline set by international
· ors, a Serbian official said
y.
.N. peacekeepers hope that
'toring Serb artillery, tanks
other heavy arms will reduce
fighting that has battered
nia's capital and other becities for months.
ut there was no immediate
of respite for Sarajevo, where
lies of food and other necesare running low. The airport,
line for .about 380,000 peoremained closed and people
ged streets and hillsides for
and wood.
U.N. airlift that has kept
· vo fed since June was susThursday after an Italian
·plane was downed ap. g the city, killing all four
members. Fighting around
airport has since closed the
y even for U.N. planes supg French, Egyptian and
· ian peacekeeping troops.
.N. officials said it was
ly the airlift would resume
because governments prong planes wanted stronger
'ty guarantees.
omcilo Krajinsik, head of the
iament set up by rebellious
ian Serbs, told The AssociPress that the Serbs would
the Saturday deadline for
'toring of their big guns.

"We have made sure that our
heavy artillery positions will be
ready for U.N. supervision on
Thursday, two days before the
deadline," Krajisnik said in a telephone interview.
The Serbs agreed to the plan
last month but so far have not
implemented it.
The European Community,
meanwhile, tightened its trade
boycott against Yugoslavia on
Tuesday with tougher rules on
truck traffic through its only two
remaining republics, Serbia and
Montenegro.
The boycott is intended to punish Serb-dominated Yugoslavia
for formenting violence in Bosnia.
At least 8,000 people - and perhaps as many as 35,000 - have
died since the majority Muslims
and Croats voted Feb. 29 for independence over the objection of
ethnic Serbs.
A senior U.N. peacekeeper in
Sarajevo had expressed hope that
relief flights could resume to
Sarajevo on Tuesday, but other
U.N. and British military officials
in Zagreb, Croatia, said they knew
of no such plans.
In France, U .N. SecretaryGeneral Boutros Boutros-Ghali
said he would support the use of

warplanes to protect relief flights.
However, Marrack Goulding,
U.N. undersecretary-general for
peacekeeping, told reporters in
New York that no combat air
patrols were planned "at present."
French Foreign Minister Roland
Dumas said after meeting with
Boutros-Ghali that France would
take up the question of air protection at the Security Council. A
council resolution would be necessary to put warplanes in the air
over Bosnia as part of the U .N.
operation.
Goulding said that if the Serbs
did not meet the deadline on monitoring their heavy weapons, the
matter would be put before the
Security Council. He declined to
speculate on what action the council might take.
Cyrus Vance and Lord Owen,
co-chairmen of an international
peace conference sponsored by
the United Nations and European
Community, set a deadline of
noon Saturday for the Serbs to
concentrate tanks, rocket launchers, field guns and large-caliber
mortars at sites around Sarajevo
and three other Bosnian cities.
The Serbs said that since they
had abandoned the siege of
Gorazde, they would concentrate
weapons only around Sarajevo,
Bihac and Jajce.
The Serbs' leader, Radovan
Karadzic, warned Monday that
pressure also must be put on Croat
forces and troops loyal to Bosnia's
Muslim-dominated government to
stop the fighting.

Don't 01iss our
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890
or
345-3400

pagHai's
PIZZA

1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

At

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVEKYTHING S FREE
1

After eight years of providing Eastern Students with quality
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on
you first visit absolutely free with this certificate!
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays
if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

.S. talks with Nicaragua continue
ASHINGTON (AP) - The
Department said Tuesday
high-level contacts with the
guan government produced
ss in several key areas but
a suspension on U.S. aid to
country remains in effect.
pokesman Richard Boucher
Nicaraguan officials offered
ces that they will accelerproced ures to permit the
to U.S. citizens of properseized by the leftist San-dingovernment that lost the 1990
'ons.
e said 70 such cases have
resolved thus far.
w progress on the property
was one of several issues
ed to a cutoff of $104 milin U.S. assistance to

Nicaragua last June. An aide to
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., who
had pushed for the aid suspension, has written a report recommending that the assistance not be
resumed until all properties belonging to U.S. citizens are
returned.
The U.S. delegation that traveled to Managua was led by John
Maisto, a deputy assistant secretary of state. The group met with
President Violeta Chamorro and
other senior Nicaraguan officials.
Despite losing the February
1990 elections, the Sandinistas
have retained considerable influence in the Nicaraguan government, much to the annoyance of
many U.S. conservatives.
The Bush administration, con-

cerned about continued Sandinista
domination of the Nicaraguan
police, had been urging steps
toward the creation of a non-partisan force.
Boucher expressed satisfaction
with the recent appointment of a
new civilian vice minister to be in
charge of the police, calling it "a
positive step towards improving
police performance." The vice
minister, Ronald Aviles, is a longtime anti-Sandinista whose
appointment was announced as
part of a shakeup that included
the naming of a Sandinista police
chief, Fernando Caldera. The previous police chief also was a
Sandinista.
The partnership between Aviles
and Caldera could be uneasy.

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St. Call 345·4065
*New Patients only, Certificate must be presented
on 1st visit
Expires Sept. 30, 1992

NEW Features of the Week!

!

From Token's Clothing Department

8 pm Sept 3-5, 9-12
2pm Sept 13

on the mainstage

THE GOOD
THE BAD
THE UGLY
T-SHIRTS

Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581-3110

for heservations

•

For those ofyou carrying_ a full load
this semester. Carry 1t in style.

$5.00
·
off Every Backpack in the house!...._.....,_,,.

EIU REPUBLIC
T-Shirts
,..

8

"\NED

D.AY
SEPT: 9, 1CE2

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING, 418
W. LINCOLN, CHARLESTON.
345-6331.
,,,--=---,..,..--~--12/11
T's Expert Keys. Typing. Free
pick-up and delivery in Charleston.
Same day service available. Call
348-0627.

The Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect Insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ac;i will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p .m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

9/ 11

C~A~S~H~F~O~R~G~O~LD~-~D~IA~M~O.,,.,.N°DSG UN S-TV-VC RS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE . BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011 . PAWN
SHOP

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on ffshing boats . Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./25
Taking applications for lunch
hours MWF. Must be available
11 :15-12:30. Charleston Dairy
Queen. 20 State Street.

SPRING BREAK '93-SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!!! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Ski packages also available. CALL 1-800-648-4849.

The Daily Eastern News

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

Part time house manager for
women's chemical dependency
program. Responsible for monitoring safety and well being of
clients. 2-3 nights per week in
exchange for living quarters .
Applicant must be female and at
least 21 yrs. old. Apply at Central
East Alcoholism and Drug Council, 635 Division St., Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 9,/9

Female roommate needed to
share 2 bedroom apt in
Charleston 234-2250
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/11

Female roommate needed for
Spring '93 only! Great apt. Close
to campus. Ask for Katie 3481785.

Mini storage for rent by the
month. Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-77 46.
--------~12/11
Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St.
phone 348-7746.
~~~~--~--12/11
Individual Rooms for rent, utilities
included. 3 blocks from campus.
348-8870.

=-o==:-:::-=--=-:..,-,-,.=-=-=-=-9/14

EXTERIOR PAINTERS-Experienced Student Painters needed
to paint Charleston area homes.
Full or Part Time. AMERICA'S
COLLEGE PAINTERS, 1 (800)
626-6267. "Painting America's
homes coast to coast."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./17
Professional babysitter/ nanny
needed. Weekends. Six children
1-11 yrs. Early childhood/Education majors preferred. Only serious need apply. 342-2525. Ask
for Doris Keller.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
The Daily Eastern News NOW
excepts VISA and MasterCard for
all your classified advertising
needs. The Daily Eastern News
Classifieds can work for you. Call
581-2812
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,ha-00

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED

TRAVEL
TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED

ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./10
Commuter from Salem looking for
someone {preferably a female) to
ride to and from EIU on Tuesdays
and Thursday. Call Denise at
618-548-4730 after 6:00 p.m.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _919

GREE I< S & CLU BS
RAISE A COOL

•1000

IN JUST ONE WEEKI
1 SUBLEASOR AT 506 MONROE
AVE. GREAT APT. FURNISHED.
348-5340. $125 PER MO.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
Roommate needed for Brittany
Ridge. Call Jennifer 618-5482258.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/11

PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO c.ALI.S!
No obligation. No cost.
You alao get a FREE
HF.ADPHONE RADIO
just for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

PHI BETA CHI will have an informal rush from 6 to 7 p.m.
day. For information call Pam or Brenda at 581-2370.
CAMPUS MINISTRIES WILL have an all campus prayer
Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom. Please join us in an
prayer for our campus, country, and world. Call 345-6990
info.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have whiffleball entri
taken beginning today from 2-10 p.m. in the Rec Sports
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL will have soccer entry
Wednesday. Entries taken until today from 2-10 p.m. I
Sports Office.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have wallyball entries
Wallyball entries taken beginning today form 2-10 p.m.
Sports Office.
THE STUDENT ACTION Team will have a meeting at 6 p.m.
day in Thomas Hall basement. Everyone is welcome to
difference!
ZOOLOGY CLUB WILL have a meeting at 7 p.m. W
LS201 . Dr. Elenor Midkiff from EIU Psychology Dept. wll
Salt Preference in Rats. Refreshments will follow. All
attend.
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS WILL have a meeting at
Wednesday in Coleman Hall 228. Guest speaker will be
candidate for state representative.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will have an officer's meeting at
Wednesday in the TMC (BB109).
EIU RUGBY WILL have the first game of the year 1 p.llf:..
the Rugby field across from Lawson. The EIU Hornets will
midwest vs. the VIC Flames.
E.A.R.T.H. WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m. Wednesday In
faculty lounge. We will discuss transportation to Green v
workshop on Sept. 26.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have mass at 9 p.m.
in the NewmM Center on 9th and Lincoln. Social following.
call 348-0188.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS will have and orie
ing at 5 p.m Wednesday in the Life Science 201 . This is
meeting for students who will be applying for their year of
ing at an affiliated hospital, necessary to complete the B.
Tech.
UNITY GOSPEL CHOIR will have choir rehearsal Thursday
at 8 p.m. and Saturday, Sept. 12 at 2:30 p.m. in Room 013
Arts Bldg. All choir members and those interested in joining
present. Nominations and elections will take place during I
A HOMECOMING CANDIDATES meeting will be held t
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Union. All h
candidates must attend.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily E
office by noon one business day before the date of the evenl
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday,
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be
No Clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible
conflicting information will not be run.

1"l!"ht!!
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Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

1 A kind of bone
5 Ride downhill
10Computer
information
14 Grocery item
15 High dudgeon
16 Material for a
lamp base
17UNITED
STATES
19 M . Coty
20 On the outside
21 - - thefat
(gabbed)
23Truncate
24 Him and her
as European
polecat
n Athos and Burr
33 Filipe, Jesus or
Matty

Ao FORM

Name: _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students D Yes

D

No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

34 Very important
35 - - jacet
(words on a
tombstone)
36UNITED
STATES
40 Vane letters
41 Cargo handler
42 Port in Algeria
43 Young
pilchards
45 Gridiron player
47 Newspaper
section, for
short
48 Scarlet
49Foliage
arrangement
S2 Put handcuffs
on
57 Reagan's first
Secretary of
State

Under Classification of:-- - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _.Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

D

Cash

ocheck

D

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1O cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Unsolved
Mysteries

Freshman Dorm

Seinfeld

2000 Malibu Road

Law and Order
News
Jay Leno

News
M'A'S'H

ews
Married...
Totally Unsolved
Lifestyles
Baseball
Home lmprov.
Arresting Behav r
Barbra Walters
News
Love Conn.
Equalizer

. .. .
...-=-'!:'."!It. •

Movie :
Human
Feelings

SportsCenter

New Mike
Hammer

saUNITED
STATES
60 Pisa's river
61 Military coat
62 Neat
63 Harold of the
comics
64 Give the slip to
65 Booklet on
Masses

DOWN
1 Used a loom
2 Berry-bearing
shrub
3 Famed muralist
4 "Sweet" place
5 Is unable to
tReadytobe
drawn
7 " - - in Calico,"
old song
•Cap. Hill figure
- • like a windpipe
toMoola
u Over again
12 Actress Daly
13Cutdown
18 Narrow fillet on
a shaft
22Greeting
24 Private
instructor
25 Ancient temples
2&Actress
Verdugo
27 One in a scull
28Jamaican
export
29Cubes
30 "Jaws" menace
31 Like some
currents

Why Bother Voting?

LA Law

News

Teach the Childre Movie: Follow
Your Heart
Innovation

Honeymooners
Kojak

Being Served?
Movie

Monaco Royals

32 Teatime treat
34 Item in a rec

room
37 Author of
" Daniel
Deronda"
38 A chemical salt
39 Transport for
Sin bad
44 Loser to St.
George
45 Combination in
a bridge hand
46 Furniture style

Beverley Hills
90210
Melrose Place
Star Trek
WKRP
Arsenio

Gary Shandling

- .... ,

•:a .....

1..
. . . . . . . . ..

~

.. 'II

.,. •

'i

'

..

~'. ~

~-·-.................,

Star Trek

48 Fanatic

49"- - Price
Glory?"
SO Like an
underdone
steak
51 "- - kleine
Nachtmusik"
s2"G1vea - horse ... "

uR.oman
states
. 54Certain
transpo
toN.Y.C.
55 SiteofV
A.F.B.
56Salesm
59 Lemmon
1967

Monkeys to Apes
Wild Side
Voting
Wings
Little House
the Prairie
Challenge
Learning in
America
Chronicles
Mr. and Mr. North
Firepower
Movie: The Third
Man
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cDowell first
-game winner

American League Leaders
BATTING_EMartinez, Seattle, .347; Puckett, Minnesota,
.327; Mack, Minnesota, .324; RAlomar, Toronto, .322;
Thomas, Chicago, .321; Griffey, Seattle, .318; Molitor,
Milwaukee, .318.

National League Leaders
BATTING_Sheffield, San Diego, .335; anSlyke,
Pittsburgh, .329; Kruk, Philadelphia, .324; Gwynn, San
Diego, .314; Pendleton, Atlanta, .309; Butler, Los
Angeles, .309; Caminiti, Houston, .307.

CAGO (AP) - Jack McDowell became baseball's
-game winner this season by pitching the Chicago
Sox over the Detroit Tigers 4-3 Tuesday in the first
a twi-night doubleheader.
Dowell (20-7) won his fifth straight decision. He
the first to win 20 for the White Sox since 1983,
LaMarr Hoyt won 24 and Richard Dotson won 20.
well fell behind 2-0 before retiring a batter. Tony
opened the game with a double and scored on Lou
er's 17th home run.
that, McDowell held Detroit to only more run in
plus innings. He allowed eights hits, walked six and
out seven.
rto Hernandez got the last two outs for his seventh

RBI_Fielder, Detroit, 108; Carter, Toronto, 101; JuGonzalez, Texas, 98; GBell, Chicago, 97; Devereaux, Baltimore,
96; Thomas, Chicago, 95; Puckett, Minnesota, 95.

RBI_Daulton, Philadelphia, 95; Sheffield, San Diego,
93; Pendleton, Atlanta, 91; McGriff, San Diego, 91;
Bonds, Pittsburgh, 83; Murray, New York, 79.

HOME RUNS_JuGonzalez, Texas, 39; McGwire, Oakland, 38; Carter, Toronto, 30; Belle, Cleveland, 29; Fielder, Detroit, 29; Tettleton, Detroit, 29; Deer, Detroit, 27.

HOME RUNS_McGriff, San Diego, 34; Sheffield, San
Diego, 30; Bonds, Pittsburgh, 27; Daulton, Philadelphia, 25; Hollins, Philadelphia, 22; LWalker, Montreal,
20; Pendleton, Atlanta, 20.

STOLEN BASES_Lofton, Cleveland, 52; Listach, Milwaukee, 49; Anderson, Baltimore, 49; Polonia, California,
47; RHenderson, Oakland, 45; RAlomar, Toronto, 41;
Raines, Chicago, 40.
PITCHING (16 Decisions)_JuGuzman, Toronto, 13-3,
.812, 2.33; JaMorris, Toronto, 18-5, .783, 4.18; McDowell, Chicago, 20-7, .741, 3.16; Mussina, Baltimore, 14-5,
.737, 2.74; Bosio, Milwaukee, 13-5, .722, 3.80.

STOLEN BASES_Grissom, Montreal, 67; DeShields,
Montreal, 45; Butler, Los Angeles, 41; Roberts, Cincinnati, 39; Lankford, St. Louis, 38; Biggio, Houston, 35;
Nixon, Atlanta, 35.
PITCHING (16 Decisions)_Glavine, Atlanta, 19-6,
.760, 2.70; Tewksbury, St. Louis, 15-5, .750, 2.05;
Morgan, Chicago, 14-6, .700, 2.37.

WEDg
D.A..Y
SEPT. 9, 1992

For Sale: Kimball Piano. Excellent Condition. Make Offer. 2347564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Clinton/Gore and Braun Teeshirts. Call 348-0030.
~~~-~-~-12/11

,..-,~,,---,-=-c,---12/11

'85 Dodge Colt/creme
transportation-Good Con$1200. obo 348-7864

,.......,.-=--:----12/11
ord Festiva, one-owner,
$3250. 1985 Chevro' one-owner automat50. 345-4471
---:----=---:--12/11
ntiac TransAm 15th
limited edition, I-tops,
dition, 3,000 obo. 3475:30
-::------,---,,--=-:,.---12/11
& speakers-$60. b-ball
ard-$30. Over-under
ldryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 345:----=:=--~--=-12/11
ets, $50; Alpine Car CD
$190; Clarion Tape Deck,
1581-6137
12/11
7 e-.,.ts-f;-or""W:-;-;-or-:-ld:--:Mc=u
-s7ic Theood seats in Pavilion.
6. Best offer. 348-5094
9/10
r::O::-:-N:=D,..,-A-=7==570K:-:--::G:--o-od-,-;:Cond.
mi. $400. 348-0784
9/11
;:-;-l-::::F-:::-B77
1/.U;-:--;:_s::-.--;s""E-:-,l::;-Z=ED 89
.ES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
CEDES , $100; 65 MUS$50. FREE lnformation-24
otline. 801-379-2929
t#IL14KJC

·1~J~~and

Single bed $100, Bar $125,
Refrigerator $150, New Chain
Saw, $200. 348-1614.

Art majors portfolio found in
Thomas Hall parking lot on
Wednesday the 9th. Pick up at
Thomas Hall front desk.
,-------,=-...,-,c-=---,---.,-,---.,-,--,919
Lost: Black l.D. holder with EIU
and food service l.D. and permit.
Lost on Sixth Street. If found,
please call 348-5469. Ask for
Mary Ann.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
FOUND: Keys with "A" keychain
in Library Quad. Identify to claim
at Student Publications 5812812,
~------~-9./10
LOST KITTEN-color is gray
w/orange markings-lost around
Park Place last friday-Needs
medicine. If found please contact
as soon as possible. 348-7897
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
LOST: Two eye glasses. One in
black case and other in brown
case. If found please call Maham'· mad 581-3330
-~-------9/11
LOST: Maroon EIU sweatshirt
near- Triad. If fobJF1d, call 5813359.
"'_'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11.

GO AHEAD, MAKE SOMEONE'S
DAY! ORDER BALLOONS FOR
BIRTHDAYS, YOUR SWEETHEART OR ANY OCCASION AT
TOKENS. WE DELIVER . 3454600.
_ _ _ _ _ca8/31, 9/3,9,14,
Cheer team Tryouts, Sept. 1-4 &
8, 9. Meet at South gym of
McAfee at 4 p.m. Call Tricia at
8052 for more info.
~--~------'9/9
Brown your Buns-1 O tan sessions
only $23.00. Jamaican Tan, 3480357. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.

_________

9~

Eat! Eatl Eat! Eat! At Joey's
Joey's Joey's Joey's. We Deliver
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 11
p.m. 345-2466

_________

9~

Have a Band? Interested in competing in a Battle of the Bands?
Pick· up your application at 201
University Union today!
-----:--~~_.9/11

ATTENTION GREEKS! SIGMA
Pl will be sponsoring an ALL
GREEK 4 ON 4 CO-ED VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT at STIX
SEPT 11TH AND 12TH. Pick up
entry forms at STIX.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
KDR's: You guys are the greatest! Love, the AST's
9/9
L~A~U~R~E=N~S-H~A~F=T-o~f~A~s=T~:~Con-

gratulations on getting lavaliered
to Clint "Country" Conway of
Delta Sigma Phi! Love, your sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ 9/9
Catch a Wave at the University
Union Open f--louse "Larger Than
Life" Tuesday, September 15th.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

Hobbes :

JULIE BILL: Congratulations on
getting pinned to Tim McGuire
(TKE alum)! Your AST sisters are
happy for you!

~=-------9/9

YVETTE ANDERSON: Congratulations on getting pinned to Kevin
Dunham of Sigma Nul Love, your
AST sisters

==-,--,,-=-~--~9~

AST PLEDGES: Congratulations
on pledging! We love our baby
gators! Tau Love, the Actives
_________
ESCAPE from Chucktown! Register to win tickets to Chicago at the
University Union Open House
Tuesday, September 15th.
- - = = =_ _ _ _9./15
LIKE ICE CREAM? Then don't
miss the One Ton Sundae at the
University Union Tuesday,
September 15th.
~-..,-~---,--=--=-9/15
Hypnotist Dan LaRosa will keep
you
mesmerized-Tuesday,
September 15th at 7:00 p.m.,
Grand Ballroom, University
Union, FREE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
BECKY MCGOWAN-CONGRATULATIONS ON ENTERING
1-WEEK! FINALLY! YOUR
ROOMIES ARE PROUD!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
There once was a PIKE named
GREG, who never strayed from
the keg, alas as we feared, he got
lavaliered, now we wonder if she
still makes him beg?
=--~~-=--.,.--,-~~9/9
Get ready for Oct. 3 LSA T-Mock
LSAT: Sept. 17, 4 p.m. Call 5813449, 345-4912, or 345-7413 for
INFO and APPLICATIONS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
9~

by Bill Watterson
·rw

GOT "' DARI Gl.l~. ti'/£

(Ot<\\C SOOK5, ~t E;VIA.,
A ~l<t.l'\CI-\ I /::>.. ~ ON

GEE, E'IER'/00.E
T\.\E
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EIU Men's Volleyball Club information meeting Thursday at 7
p.m. in McAfee South Gym. For
questions call Brett or Andrew at
348-0353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
ALPHA SIGMA TAU SORORITY
INFORMAL RUSH! Thursday and
Friday night, 7:30 p.m. at our
Greek Court home. For rides or
more info. call Robyn at 5816742.
_________
9~

Congratulations to Kim Kleckner
on her official Panel position. Phi
Sig love, Your sisters
.,,,-,-~___,.,..,...--,...-,...---9~
Delta Sigs-We had a great time
at Pledge Night! Love, the Ladies
of Phi Sigma Sigma.

9~
=To~N~1G-=-=R=1F=F=1T~H~-Y~o=u-,---,-A=R=E--=THE

BEST BIG SIS! THANKS SO
MUCH FOR EVERYTHING. l'M
LOOKING FORWARD TO AN
AWESOME SEMESTER! LOVE
IN DZ, ANDREA
~----,--------,~-9/9
Did you miss out on fall sorority
rush? It's not too late-come to
ALPHA SIGMA TAU Informal
Rush Thursday and Friday night
7:30 p.m. at Greek Court!

====--=--c--9.~

PARNEY: How about those
COWBOYS!!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/9
Homecoming is Oct. 10th! All recognized Student organizations
may still pick up participation
packages in Rm 201 University
Union.
=---,---,--,---,---,---,--9111
Stop in and check out the featured
article this week at Tokens Clothing
Department. It could be something
new, It could be something blue, It
could be something EIU, But its
definitely something for you.
_ _ _ _ _ca9/9,14,21,28,

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

?r>.AA~IJTE .

ERA'3ER,
t>..

AREAS Newest Night Club opening soon. Accepting App's daily
after 1 p.m. for experienced waitresses, doormen, D.J.'s, cooks
and bartenders. Interviewing
Monday & Tuesday from 1-4
p.m., 1706 Broadway, Mattoon.
(Next to Amtrak Bldg.).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/14
Fraternity and Sorority Challenge!!I Who will take the word to
the streets. Call Jay Martinez
348-7856
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
Students for Carol Moseley
Braun-precinct coordinators and
sign leaders needed. Paid for by
Jay Martinez 348-7856
= - = - - - =_ _9./11
Terry, Ozarks was a blast. A girl
couldn't ask for a better weekend,
even if there was a simple boating accident. Love, Tracy

ROC..K.

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address:
Dates to run

Phone:

-------

=----------

Message:

(one word per line)

8Ji, flJNIJt!
I

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS
Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES

PREVIOUSLY EXISTING
FACILITIES (PEF)

Soccer (M,W) ............................................................................TODAY
*Soccer Shootout (M,W, CR) .............................. : ........... Thur., Sept. 10
*Punt, Pass, & Kick (M,W,CR) ........................................Thur., Sept. 17
Wallyball (CR) ...............................................................Wed., Sept. 16
Whiffleball (M, W) ........................................................Wed., Sept. 16
M=Men
W=Women
CR=Co-Rec

All faculty and staff and their spouses and dependents as well as
spouses and dependents of college students may use the previously
existing facilities in Lantz (not including the SRC) and the Buzzard
Pool for a $10.00 a year per person fee with the maximum family fee
of $50.00. Membership covers the year through summer session.
The fee allows the adult members to utilize the following programs·
*Enter "on the spot"
Intramural programs held outside the SRC; Informal recreation in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Lan~GymanFleldhou~;LapandRecs~mhouIB;Aquaem~~e
SOCCER SHOOTOUT
sessions; Racquetball and indoor tennis court reservations; cano
--Men's and Women's single, doubles, teams, and co-rec doubles rental; sport equipment loan; locker and clothing rental.
competiti.on.
Faculty/Staff Aerobics will also be available on Monday-Thursday a
5:00 p.m. in the SRC Dance Studio.
--Participants "enter on the spot\' at the Intramural soccer Fields.
All dependents are not allowed to participate in structure
--Competition is scheduled for Thurs., Sept. 11 from 3:00 -6:00 p.m.
Participants must register by 5:30 p.m.
Intramural Sports programs, Aerobic and Aqua-Exercise sessions, o
--Each participant attempts 20 shots, alternating rounds of 5 between to rent canoes. Dependents may only utilize the PEF on weekend
the shooting and goalkeeping positions. The participan who scores only from 4 p.m. Friday through closing on Sunday durin the en ir
and defends the most goals, after 4 rounds of play is the winner.
~All dependents under the age of 14 can only use the PEF and mus
be
accompanied by an adult at all times.
SOCCER
Make all checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.
--Men's and Women's Leagues.
--Men's teams may select a Monday or Tuesday league at 4:00 p.m.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Women's leagues will be held on Mondays at 5:00 p.m.
CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT TIME LIMIT - In order for everyon
--entry deadline is TODAY.
to enjoy and utilize the cardiovascular equipment (stairmaster, life--The MANAGERS MEETING is scheduled for Thurs., Sept. 10 at 5
cycle, etc .. ) in the SRC, the Division of Recreational Sports is askp.m. in the Lantz Club Room.
ing everyone to please limit their time to a maximum of 20 minutes.
SRC JOGGING TRACK DIRECTIONS - The Division of Recreational
PUNT. PASS. AND KICK
Sports is urging all joggers and walkers using the SRC track to jog
--Men's and Women's singles, doubles, teams, and co-rec doubles
or walk counter clockwise on Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Sunday
competition.
AND clockwise on Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday. This should
--Participants enter "on the sport" on the Punt, pass, and kick field by
done in order to relieve stress that could be put on one leg when
the campus pond.
you run or walk only in one direction. Also, note that walkers shoul
--Competition is scheduled for Thurs., Sept. 17 from 3-6 p.m.
stay on the inside lane and joggers on the outside lane.
Participants must register by 5:30 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND - Students missing valuables should ask at the
Rec Sports Office in the SRC Lobby. In order to regain the lost ite
description must be given.
CO-REC WALLYBALL
LOST ID'S - Any student who has lost an ID should check at the REC
--Co-Rec Leagues
Sports Office. The Rec Sports Office will retain the ID until Monday
--Teams may select a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday
morning of every week. The ID will then be sent to the office of the
league at 8 or 9 p.m.
Assistant
Dean of Student Personnel Services.
--Entries taken beginning today. Entry deadline is Wed., Sept. 16.
--Play begins Mon., Sept. 21 at 8 p.m. in the Lantz Racquetball
Courts.
CANOE RENTAL
--The MANAGERS MEETING for Wallyball is Thurs., Sept. 17 at 6:00
Individuals may rent canoes on weekends. A $40.00 deposit
p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. All managers in attendance will
required. The price is $10.00, $15.00, or $20.00 for a 2,3, or 4 d
receive an automatic "win" for their team.
weekend. Canoes must be checked out by 3 p.m. on Friday a
~-----------------------~re~rn~~twoon7a~9p.m.on~efi~~hoold~~er~ew

WHIFFLE BALL
--Men's and Women's Leagues.
--Men's teams may select a Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday league.
Women's teams may select a Thursday league. All games will be
played from 6-9 p.m.
--Entries taken beginning TODAY. Entry deadline is Wed., Sept. 16.
--Play begins Mon., Sept. 21 at 6:30 p.m. in the enclosed gym, of the
SRC.
--The MANAGERS MEETING for Whiffleball is Thurs., Sept. ,17 at 6:30
p.m. in the Lantz Club Room. All managers in attendance will
receive an automatic "win" for their team.

NOTICE-FIELD SPORTS PARTICIPANTS
Participants in Intramural Football and Soccer Leagues are forbidden to park or drive vehicles or mopeds on the Intramural fields by
the order of the University Police Department. Participants may
park on the gravel road.

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIONS!!
GOLF PITCHING
MEN'S TEAM CHAMPIONS: SIGMA CHI
Roster: Jeff Klos, Joseph Champagne, Russel Koziol, Paul Knox,
Brian Schroder.
MEN'S DOUBLES CHAMPIONS: Matt Kerr & Brian Buscher
WOMEN'S DOUBLES CHAMPIONS: Mary Purtell & Kelle Diehl
MIXED DOUBLES CHAMPIONS: Jennifer Rank & Joseph Galvin
MEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: John Eggenberger
WOMEN'S INDIVIDUAL CHAMPION: TIE Mary Purtell & Kelle Diehl

-

-

~

---

end. Late fee is $5.00 between 9 a.m. and noon, and another $5.00
returned after noon. Each subsequent day costs $10.00 in late fees.
Make all checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.

LAP SWIM
Lanes are available at both our indoor pools for lap swimmin
underwater swimming, floating, or just splashing. Whatever type
swimmer you are, there is a place for you to enjoy some aquatic ex
cise at Lantz or Buzzard Pool during recreational swim hours.
Lantz Pool
Buzzard Pool

Mon.-Fri.
7 p.m.-1 Op.m.*
12 p.m.-1 p.m.
3 p.m.- 5 p.m.

Sat.-Sun.
2p.m.-5p.m.
CLOSED

*Pool will close at 8:30 p.m. Mon.- Thurs. 10/12 thru 11 /19/92 due to
Intramural Water Basketball.

NEW!!

SAC LOUNGE AND TV

The Division of RecreationalSports invites all students, Faculty
Staff to come in and check out the new SRC TV and Lounge. The
has expanded basic cable so students can come in and enjoy viewi
their favorite sports on ESPN or the Sports Channel, as well as
ness and health programs or an occasional soap opera. Snacks, s
and juice machines are available, so come on by, kick back, relax
friends, or meet with a study group in the new SRC Lounge and
area.
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LET

~"'arty's
GET YOU OVER THE HUMP

Today's Lunch:
Double Cheeseburger w /fries
$2.99
20oz. Lite & MGD $1. 25
Tonite:
Wings-n-Rings $1

To,, u .s fot':

e1tt'.Visi_dh~:;rt
FREE EXAM!
1111t bri~ u1 your Do<ior'1 piucription
and your icccipt, or get your Exam here.
We'll deduct up to $SO from your total
purchaec of one pair of glaS1C1.

Mike Anschuetz/Staff photographer
's Jeff Schuetter takes a swing at the ball during the Panthers first golf meet of the season at Buck Grove
Trail in Mattoon. Schuetter shot an 82 on the day, as Eastern's gray team finished ninth in the meet.

$109

berg eyes repeat performance
YORK (AP) - Stefan Edberg took a giant
ward successfully defending his U.S. Open
esday when he defeated Richrd Krajicek
Netherlands 6-4, 7-6 (8-6), 6-3.
victory, his first over the Dutchman in
meetings, put Lendl into the quarterfinals of
's final Grand Slam tournament.
Edberg, the No. 2 seed, the victory was not
y as the score might indicate. Both players
their strong serves to set up a rush to the net
they hit penetrating volleys. It was just that
was a little bit better in all aspects.
as the third time the two have met - and the
· e the Swede has won. Krajicek had beaten
rg in New Haven, Conn., in 1991 and in
earlier this year.
n McEnroe said he sees the writing on the
probably because he can't see the writing
ball as it goes whizzing past.

"This is a pretty clear indication that Jim has
outplayed me and that the top guys are clearly a
step ahead of me," McEnroe said after falling to
top-seeded Jim Courier in a fourth-round match.
"I have nothing to hang my head about,"
McEnroe said. "I played as hard as I could. He
just outplayed me, simple as that." McEnroe
plays a touch game, chipping, taking the net,
using angles. Courier is raw power.
And when Monday's match on the hardcourts
of the National Tennis Center finished its twohour, 34-minute run, Courier had overpowered
the 33-year-old McEnroe 6-2, 6-2, 7-6 (7-1).
Althouglt Courier, winner of the Australian
Open in January and his second straight French
Open in June, used his powerful serves and blistering groundstrokes to bludgeon McEnroe, he
was gracious to the crafty left-hander who has
won seven Grand Slam titles - three Wimbledons
and four U.S. Opens.

Son Light
owerGym

PANTHER

LOUNGE
.....___,...

COMPLETE!

(excludes specialty lenses)

Call for details.

FREE
GLASSES!

Jl0'.)
t ' ,.

.'

Buy one pair of glalBCI Ill our icgular low
price and mac- a FREE pair from a
faahiomble aclcction of

r..m...

345-5100
904 E. Lincoln
2 Blocks East of

OLD MAIN
Eyes Examined by a Licensed

t

Optometrist

Not All Large Pizzas are 1611 . . . Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 ... Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzas are 1211 . . . Like Ours.

345-1544

rlt1

Our VISION CARE
PROGRAM.
** BONUS!! **
First Replacement
Lens FREE

t/ Contacts,
t/ Glasses &
t/ Exam

NOT ALL PIZZAS
ARE CREATED EQUAL!

nlimited for one
month or
15 Tans for $25
5 a semester for
weight training
7th St.

Only$20

:

--------------------------------(

SMALL (12") )

:

(

MEDIUM (14") )

(

LARGE (16") )

:

: THIN CRUST : THIN CRUST
THIN CRUST :
: CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA :

!S3.99~ !'· S4.99~
: Each addltlonal topping 60¢ :
:

I

char1eston
909 18th street

1 348-7515
I
I
I

:
I

~nlca~
pizza =ij 11
~

Good thru 9/27/92.
Please present coupon when paying.

Each addltlonal topping 91 ¢
Charleston
909 18th Street

onfca~
pizza =ij

: 348-7515 ~
I
I
Good thru 9/27/92.
I

Please present coupon when paying.

ss.99~ I
Each additional topping $1.11
Charleston
909. 18th street

348-7515

onfcal~
pizza =ij
~

Good thru 9/27/92.
Please present coupon when paying.

Carry-Out or Delivery!
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Panthers
to use new
defense
By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

Although Eastern's football
team shut down Austin Peay with a
14-9 win last Saturday, the Panther
defensive unit will be back to the
drawing board learning how to
stop a different kind of game
against Marshall.
Eastern 's defense proved they
could be effective against the running game from the results of the
win in last Saturday's contest.
But in next week's game with
Marshall, the defense will be
exposed to a different kind of
game; the air attack.
"We had to go against the wishbone attack and our guys did a
great job at executing our game
plan," said defensive coach John
Smith. "Now we will be seeing a
team that throws the ball all over
the field. I think after this weekend
we will have a little better indicator
on how far we have come."
Smith said there is a fine line
between Austin Peay and
Marshall.
"It's as different as night and
~r,oY()'u C'Oilitm1t ask for. t\Vo more
3f5~RH reHHW1if you''tfiea[Jafrrar
as trying to prepare for them."
According to Smith, the defense
played better than expected for the
amount of experience the defense
went out on the field with.
"I think the way the young and
new players responded to the different things Austin Peay tried to
throw at us were sweet surprises

;•

A

Marl Ogawa/Photo
Eastern's Broe Montgomery carries the ball during the Panthers 14-9 victory over Austin Peay. The offense will have to step up a notch in its
play Saturday if Eastern is going to knock off the top-ranked Marshall team.
because you never know how
young men are going to react at
game time," Smith said. "They
were very poised and they played
their butts off.
"They really overcame a lot of
i!,<;l.v~rsity , aqd I think that is the
biggest thing in this game. We
matured a lot."
Smith added that defending
against Marshall's offense, especially the passing game, is going to
be something to watch. Last season, the Lions averaged 33 points
per game and they opened up this
season with 42-point performance.
"Marshall has three different

guys on the offense who are considered to be pro prospects (quarterback, wide out, running back),"
Smith said. "They are extremely
fast and they spread the defense
out well. They will throw the ball
more than they will run it."
Derrick Lane and Dan Dee are
the only two full-time starting
seniors returning to this year's
squad. Smith said their on-field
performance is contagious to the
younger players.
"Derrick Lane is a tremendous
leader," Smith said about Lane,
who had eight tackles in the Austin
Peay game. "He's very vocal and

plays hard, and when he gets excited, they all get excited.
"Dan was selected captain and
he did a great job in that first game
playing that role."
In the game, Dee had 11 tackles,
which was second on the team
behind Shavez Hawkins' 17 tackles.
"They are doing a tremendous
job," Smith said of Dee and Lane.
"I couldn't ask for anything else
from those guys as far as being
seniors. I wish I had a dozen of
them."
For the game against Marshall,
which is ranked No. 1 in Division

I-AA, Smith said the younger
ers will have to perform.
"We are going to have to
up in a hurry," Smith said. "We
really going to get tested
weekend and it's something
need to get ready for.''
Smith said he was happy
the defense on the whole, but it
needs some fine tuning.
"We were very physical, p
very hard, but we still have a
way to go," Smith said. "We
need to improve on some t
nique errors and play lower in
defensive line and read a littleter at the linebacker."

Marshall next victim for· Eastern? Golf team starts out
No one expected to see the
type of game that was played
Saturday when Austin Peay
fell to the Panthers 14-9.
The big story was the surprising success of the defense's
ability to stand its own ground
and picking up slack of the
shaky offense.
· Now the pressure's on, boys.
And the pressure is not just
on the offense to get back with Keith
it, but it is more so on the farroll
defense to keep up the solid - - - - - - effort which was displayed against Austin Peay.
Granted, the Governor wishbone attack was about
as predictable as Leave It to Beaver reruns. Maybe
things would have been different if Austin Peay quarterback Reggie Williams would have been more effective in executing the wishbone and the option pass. In
the first half, he threw the ball three times, two of
which were intercepted, and did not pitch the ball in
the game until his ankles were wrapped up by a
Panther linemen.
But the thing that convinced me that this team could
have success was that the defensive line was very
firm. When the Panther line forced Austin Peay to
give up the ball on downs, two times inside the
Panther 20-yard line, I knew if the defense stepped up
a notch, they would pick everybody up.
Last season the opponents rushing attack averaged
205 yards per game on 47 carries per game and in
Saturday's game, Austin Peay rushed for 244 yards on
62 carries. So Eastern has somewhat shown signs of
improvement against the running game.
But the Panthers have yet to be tested when shooting down the aerial attack. Williams was 4-14 passing
with three interceptions. On the closing drive of the
game he attempted seven passes.
As everyone knew going into the game, the Panther

defense was where most of the questions stood. After
graduating four of its five leading tacklers from a year
ago and nine players altogether, five of which were
full time starters, the Panther coaching staff knew it
was going to have to tackle a group that were over
achievers.
The questions of youth, inexperience and the past
remained.
Now, the question that confronts the spectator is can
the defense play the way it did day in and day out?
Now, it's little early to tell if the defense will hold
up for the remainder of the season because it still has
quite a few tests that lie ahead; Marshall, Youngstown
State and Northern Iowa.
But from the success it had Saturday the pressure
will be on. There's no more talk about the offense
picking up the slack of the defense. All it takes is that
one showing that it could perform. And, needless to
say, the team got it.
As far as the offense is concerned, quarterback Jeff
Thome will have to throw the ball in order to put
points on the board. He can not complete seven of 21
passes and expect the running game to carry the team.
He has very capable receivers and the problem is finding them. With center Brad Fichte! back in the lineup
for next week's game against Marshall, Thome will
have more time to throw.
·
A healthy offensive line will benefit Thorne's game
which will give the Panthers a chance to compete
against those top-ranked schools. So a combination of
the old-Thome, who averaged nearly 175 yards per
game passing and at the same time the defense being
able to play the same way they did against Austin
Peay will label Eastern as a team to beat.
And do the Panthers have a chance at Marshall. It's
a long shot, but I like the chances. EASTERN 23
Marshall 17.
-Keith F arroll is the associate sports editor of The
Daily Eastern News.

season on sour not
By JASON SWOPE
Staff writer

Eastern's golf team had its
season opener Tuesday at Buck
Grove Indian Trails Golf Course
and the results were not to the
liking of coach Paul Lueken.
The Panther gray team turned
in the top perfomance of the two
Eastern teams as it finished ninth
out of 19 teams, shooting 310.
The blue team followed finishing 11th shooting 312.
"We didn't play as well as we
thought we would do," said
Lueken.
The golf team had a rough
day on its home golf course, but
there were some bright spots.
Tom Morrison turned in the best
score for Eastern's gray team
shooting a 74, he was five off
the pace of the winner.
The others on the gray team
were Mike Haase, 76, John
Armstrong, 78, Jeff Schuetter,
82, and Tom Hogg, 82.
Eastem's blue team was made
up by Craig Cassata, 76, Jon
Ranken, 78, Jamie R eed, 78,
Brian Holmes, 80, and Brad
Schwartzwalder, 83.
Other Panthers who scored

were Tom Rank, 77, Bill
77, and Brandon Kahl, 90.
Lueken was especially
py with the team's showi
since ii was the team's ho
tournament. But Lueken is
mistic the team will improv
the season goes on.
"I just hope we can get
each time we go out to play ·
tournament," Lueken said.
The team to beat was Wes
Illinois
University.
Leathernecks finished fi
shooting a strong 294. Folio
three off the pace were
Musketeers Xavier Univer
with a 297 ending up sec
place overall. Bellarm
College finished third shoo ·
303. Winding up the top i
was
the University
Indianapolis shooting a 305.
Dusti Watson from Wes
Illinois University led the
shooting a 69. Two off the
were Jaukka Huufka fr
Lincoln Trail College and B
Merril from the Universit
Southern Indiana shooting a
and tying for second.
The Eastern golf team wilf
at the Southeast Missouri
Invitational Sept. 12-13.

